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Abstract
An important aspect of cellular function is the correct targeting and delivery of
newly synthesized proteins. Central to this task is the machinery of the Sec translocon,
a transmembrane channel that is involved in both the translocation of nascent proteins
across cell membranes and the integration of proteins into the membrane. Considerable
experimental and computational effort has focused on the Sec translocon and its role
in nascent protein biosynthesis, including the correct folding and expression of integral
membrane proteins. However, the use of molecular simulation methods to explore
Sec-facilitated protein biosynthesis is hindered by the large system sizes and long (i.e.,
minute) timescales involved. In this work, we describe the development and application
of a coarse-grained simulation approach that addresses these challenges and allows for
direct comparison with both in vivo and in vitro experiments. The method reproduces
a wide range of experimental observations, providing new insights into the underlying
molecular mechanisms, predictions for new experiments, and a strategy for the rational
enhancement of membrane protein expression levels.
Introduction
The Sec translocon is a multi-protein complex that plays a central role in the production
of new membrane proteins and secretory proteins in the cell.1–4 Integration into the cell
membrane via the Sec translocon is a crucial step in membrane protein folding and can
be a bottleneck in the production of membrane proteins.5 Translocation across the cell
membrane via the Sec translocon is required for the export of many secretory proteins, as
well as for the passage of the extracytoplasmic domains of membrane proteins. Most integral
membrane proteins (IMPs) and many secretory proteins are translated at the translocon,
with the ribosome (Fig. 1A, orange) docked onto the cytosolic side of the Sec translocon. The
nascent polypeptide chain (NC) is inserted into the central pore of the translocon (Fig. 1,
pink), Sec61 in the eukaryotic ER membrane or SecYEG in bacteria. Extracytoplasmic loops
and secretory proteins utilize the central pore as a passageway across the hydrophobic lipid
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membrane, while the hydrophobic domains of IMPs insert into the lipid membrane via a
lateral gate (LG) (Fig. 1, green).6,7
Ribosome
Sec61
Lateral Gate
Cytosol
Lipid
ER Lumen
B
A
Figure 1: Structural representation of the ribosome-translocon complex from (A) cryoEM
(PDB ID: 3J7R)8 (B) and CGMD.9 The ribosome(orange), shown cropped, is docked at
the cytosolic opening of the Sec translocon (pink). The lateral gate (LG) helices of the
translocon (green) can separate to create a lateral opening into the ER membrane (grey
region) through which transmembrane domains can partition into the lipid membrane.
The Sec translocon has been extensively studied due to its important role in the early
stages of membrane protein folding and the secretion of secretory proteins. Significant
progress has been made in elucidating the mechanisms of targeting to the translocon and
post-translational translocation,10,11 however in this perspective we will focus processes for
which the translating ribosome is docked onto the translocon. Such co-translational processes
determine which proteins will integrate into the membrane, as well as which topology (i.e.,
orientation with respect to the lipid membrane) the membrane proteins adopt. Previous ex-
perimental work has demonstrated that these different outcomes are encoded in the primary
sequence of the nascent chain. Hydrophobicity in particular can induce opening of the Sec
LG and lead to integration into the membrane.12–20 Charges in the loops also impact topol-
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ogy formation, as reflected in the ‘positive-inside rule’, as well as leading to more nuanced
effects.21,22 Sequence-based metrics cannot tell the whole story, however, since topology for-
mation is not purely driven by thermodynamics, but can also be kinetically controlled; this
is strikingly highlighted by experiments that show the topology of an IMP to be affected by
changes in the rate of NC translation in the absence of changes to the primary sequence.23
Computational simulation is a powerful tool to accurately capture the interplay between
thermodynamics and kinetics during protein biosynthesis. Considerable effort has been ded-
icated to the computational modeling of both co-translational protein biosynthesis and fold-
ing, both in the presence9,24–28 and absence26,29 of the Sec translocon. The slow timescales
of ribosomal translation (approximately 5-20 amino-acids per second) vastly exceed those
of typical biomolecular simulations, creating the need for coarse-grained modeling strate-
gies. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) provides a flexible tool for exploring the
effects of competing timescales and molecular interactions, as well as serving as a unifying
framework for understanding a range of different experimental assays. In this Perspective,
we survey the field of CGMD modeling strategies for co-translational protein biosynthesis,
before focusing on a specific CGMD model9,28 for processes that are facilitated by the Sec
translocon (Fig. 1B). We discuss the foundations of this CGMD model, its validation against
quantitative experimental results, and its scope for new predictions.
Coarse-graining for protein biosynthesis
At a fundamental level, computational modeling of protein biosynthesis faces a demand-
ing interplay between feasibility and accuracy. Protein biosynthesis introduces extraordinary
demands in terms of computational costs. In addition to the slow (minute-timescale) dy-
namics of protein translation for a single CGMD trajectory, simulations of this length must
be performed thousands of times for a given NC sequence to obtain statistically significant
averaging, and this full ensemble of trajectories must be performed for each NC sequence of
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interest (i.e, each possible mutation). Given that the state of the art for atomistic simulation
is to perform individual milli-microsecond trajectories of a single protein sequence, it is clear
that coarse-graining is necessary.
For soluble proteins that undergo biosynthesis without the Sec translocon, a variety of
successful coarse-grained models have been developed.26 These coarse-grained models allow
investigation of unique features of co-translational protein folding, such as; interactions with
the ribosome, the sequential addition of NC amino-acids, and the effect of variability in
translation rates. In particular, simulations using coarse-grained models reveal how the
local confinement,30–32 and specific interactions between the NC and the ribosome33,34 can
affect NC folding, and lead to different outcomes than folding in bulk solvent. For example,
O’Brien and coworkers used a combination of coarse-grained simulation and experiment
to show that formation of tertiary structure can already take place within the ribosomal
exit tunnel.35 The translated NC emerges from the ribosome sequentially, a situation that
significantly differs from re-folding in bulk solution. Shakhnovich and coworkers used a lattice
model for protein folding to show how NC growth during folding can affect folding kinetics
by speeding up folding for NCs with mostly local contacts; the effects can also lead to a
different final folded state by favoring local NC-NC interactions over distant interactions.36
Elcock and coworkers use an off-lattice model with a realistic ribosome geometry to compare
co-translational folding to folding in bulk for three distinct proteins. While the kinetics of
co-translational folding and refolding in bulk was found to be similar for the small globular
proteins Barnase and Chymotrypsin inhibitor, a two-domain protease, Semliki forest virus
protein, was found to fold via a distinct pathway co-translationally.29 Further coarse-grained
simulation studies show additional examples of proteins for which co-translational folding
pathways are meaningfully different37,38 or similar39 to folding in bulk. A related aspect
of co-translational folding which can be captured through coarse-grained modelling is the
dependence of folding pathways on translation rate. Translating ribosomes typically add
amino-acids to the NC at a codon-dependent rate of 2-20 residues per second. O’Brien and
5
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coworkers have also used kinetic modeling to show how translation rate control can promote
protein folding; an increased rate of translation can avoid local misfolding, while a decreased
rate of translation can facilitate local structure formation.40 These studies demonstrate that
coarse-grained modeling can successfully describe co-translational folding of soluble proteins
on biological timescales. However, simulation of the biosynthesis of secretory and integral
membrane proteins via the Sec pathway presents unique challenges.
For secretory and integral membrane proteins that are biosynthesized via the Sec path-
way, less coarse-grained modeling work has been performed.9,28,41 For the modeling of this
pathway, a pioneering study by Samson and coworkers used a combination of all-atom classi-
cal molecular dynamic (MD) simulations and elastic network models to explore the dynamics
of the Sec translocon, revealing the principle motions that allow channel gating to the lipid
membrane.42 Further MD simulations have investigated the energetics of translocation across
the membrane24 and integration into the membrane7,27,43,44 for model NC segments. Despite
providing valuable insights into the energetics of co-translational integration and transloca-
tion, these fine-resolution models are not suitable for the long timescales of co-translational
biosynthesis. To this end, Warshel and coworkers have developed a two-dimensional coarse-
grained model that can simulate the passage of a model NC sequence from the ribosome into
the Sec translocon,41 which was used to explore the forces exerted on the NC by the translo-
con and the ribosome during translation, although the model does not explicitly include the
conformational dynamics of the Sec translocon. The current Perspective focuses on a CGMD
model that allows for direct simulation of co-translational protein biosynethesis via the Sec
pathway while explicitly including the conformational dynamics of the translocon.
A coarse-grained model for Sec-facilitated protein biosynthesis
Co-translational membrane integration and translocation of NCs via the Sec translocon
involves a hierarchy of coupled timescales, ranging from nanoseconds (i.e., structural fluc-
tuations) to milliseconds (i.e., translocon conformational gating) to seconds (i.e., ribosomal
translation). These motions are governed by many different interactions acting on the NC,
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including those associated with the solvent and lipid, hydrogen bonding, and electrostat-
ics. Building an effective CGMD model for this system requires aggressive simplification in
order to reach the long timescales of translation, while still retaining enough of the essen-
tial physics to reproduce and extend experimental results. Here, we discuss and review a
CGMD method9,28 for Sec-facilitated protein biosynthesis that is founded on the hypothe-
sis that the major drivers of translocation are the time-dependent extension of the nascent
polypeptide, the conformational opening and closing of the LG, and the hydrophobic and
electrostatic interactions between the NC and the translocon and lipid membrane. This
simplified picture excludes the explicit role of hydrogen bonding and secondary structure,
an approximation that can be partially justified by the expected separation of timescales be-
tween topology formation and protein folding/compaction.45,46 The current section provides
a technical overview of the CGMD method (Fig. 2), highlighting the underlying approxi-
mations and physics that is explicitly included or excluded (additional detail can be found
in Refs. 9,28). Subsequent sections illustrate how the CGMD method has been validated
against available experimental data and used to make experimentally testable predictions.
Model Geometry
The CGMD model describes the NC as a linear chain of CG beads, each of which rep-
resents a trio of amino-acids residues (Fig. 2B). This choice of three amino acids per bead
is based on the estimated Kuhn length, which describes the scale at which the nascent
polypeptide can be treated as an ideal polymer chain. Each CG bead has a charge and
hydrophobicity derived from its component amino acids (Fig. 2B). Solvent is implicitly in-
cluded via a position dependent potential acting on the NC, where the energy difference
between the water and lipid region for a NC particle reflects its hydrophobicity, determined
by the Wimley-White water-octanol transfer free energy47 of the corresponding amino acids.
In the original version of the CGMD model,48 the translocon, ribosome, and NC were
7
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all described via projection onto a two-dimensional plane (Fig. 2A). More recently,9 this
approach has been extended to a full three-dimensional representation with the structure of
the ribosome and translocon derived from available cryo-EM data49 (Fig. 2C). The ribosome
and translocon are represented using CG beads at the same level of coarse-graining as used
for the NC, with three amino acids represented using one CG bead, and each nucleotide
represented using two CG beads.
Model Dynamics
During a simulation in which the NC is synthesized via ribosomal translation, new beads
are added to the NC at a specified rate, typically 5-20 residues per second. The NC positions,
xn(t), evolve according to over-damped Langevin dynamics (Eq. 1),
xn(t+ ∆t) = xn(t)− (D/kBT )∇xnU (xn(t),xc(t)) +
√
2D∆tR(t), (1)
where xc(t) are the positions of the translocon and ribosome beads at time t, U(xn(t),xc(t)) is
the CGMD model potential energy function,9,28 D is an isotropic diffusion coefficient, ∆t the
simulation timestep, and R(t) is a random number vector drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and unit variance. The factor D∆t is set to yield stable time-integration.
The value of ∆t is important in relating CGMD time to real time. It is parameterized by
comparing the translocation time of a hydrophobic NC to experiment.28
Conformational gating of the translocon LG is explicitly included in the CGMD model.
Contrary to the fully flexible NC beads, the ribosome and translocon beads only have two
possible positions, representative of an open and closed translocon channel. The LG of the
Sec translocon opens and closes stochastically, using a Monte Carlo move, where the proba-
bility of undergoing a conformational change depends on the free energy difference between
the two conformations, ∆Gopen(xn). For example, the probability for channel opening is
8
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given by (Eq. 2),
popen(xn) =
1
τLG
exp [−β∆Gopen(xn)]
1 + exp [−β∆Gopen(xn)]∆t, (2)
where the timescale for attempting translocon conformational changes, τLG = 500 ns, is
obtained from prior molecular dynamics simulations.7,28 Further discussion, and robustness
tests, on the specific values used in these equations are provided in Refs. 28 and 9.
Implicit
Solvent
Implicit
LipidSec Translocon
Ribosome
A
CB
Sec Translocon
Ribosome
Nascent
Chain
Figure 2: CG models that can directly simulate the minute-timescale process of protein
synthesis and integration. (A) Frames from a trajectory simulating the integration of a
multispanning IMP (red for TMDs and blue elsewhere), using the original 2D version of the
CGMD model. The model explicitly captures the sterics and charges from the ribosome
(orange) and translocon (pink). The membrane (grey region) and solvent are treated implic-
itly. (B) Example mapping of an amino-acid sequence into its CG representation. CG beads
are composed of three amino acids, and inherit charges (qi) and hydrophobicity (gi) from
their constituents. In the 3D model, each bead is also assigned a secondary structure, which
affects its interactions with the membrane. (C) Simulation snapshot of the integration of a
single-spanning membrane protein (TMD in red, blue elsewhere) using the most recent 3D
version of the CGMD model. Panel B is adapted from Ref. 9, distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons CC BY license.
Parameterization of Interactions
Interaction parameters in the CGMD model are determined from a combination of MD
simulations of the translocation process7,9 and well-established experiments,47 and are sub-
9
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sequently validated against experiments not used in parameterization (see further sections in
this perspective). The timescale and NC-sequence dependence of LG conformational changes
was determined using all-atom MD simulations.7,9,48 Solvent interaction energies are taken
from experimental measurements of the water to octanol transfer free energy for amino
acids,47 the screening length of electrostatic interactions is calculated assuming physiologi-
cal salt concentration,9 and the CG bead diffusion constant is set by fitting the translocation
time of pre-pro-α factor, a hydrophilic NC, to available experimental data.9,28 The parame-
terization described above has been used throughout the development of the CGMD model,
even as the model has been refined from a 2D (Fig. 2A)28 to a 3D representation (Fig. 2C)9
that includes greater structural detail and chemically detailed NC-translocon interactions.
Structural detail was added to the CGMD model using recent cryoEM structures of the
RNC-translocon complex,49 and chemical detail was added by parameterizing NC-translocon
interactions to reproduce the translocation free-energy profiles of model tri-peptides obtained
using more detailed simulations (MARTINI FF).9 Because each interaction is parameterized
independently, all of the parameters have a physically meaningful interpretation and no
experimental data was shared between fitting and validation.
Model Validation
The resulting CGMD model enables straightforward simulation of minute-timescale tra-
jectories of Sec-facilitated co-translational integration and translocation, using only the NC
amino-acid sequence as input. A particular advantage of using such a highly coarse-grained
model is that it enables the efficient exploration of diverse NC sequences and the role of
specific interactions or perturbations. For example, the effect of lumenal biasing factors
such as BiP, can be implicitly modeled via a force disfavoring backsliding of the nascent
chain.28,50 Other interactions, such as the effects of the transmembrane potential, can also
be included via simple additive contributions to the potential energy function.51 Despite the
aggressive simplifications employed, extensive benchmarking with respect to experimental
10
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results5,13,16,19,52–54 - which is summarized in the following sections - reveals that the CGMD
model provides a reasonable description of co-translational integration and secretion. We
emphasize that other coarse-graining strategies55–57 could be employed to further refine the
CGMD model.
Membrane-protein integration efficiency and topogenesis
Initial applications of the CGMD model focused on validating it against against experiments
that use model peptides to determine the effect of well-controlled perturbations on NC mem-
brane integration and translocation. Particularly valuable for this purpose are quantitative
biophysical studies of stop transfer efficiency and TMD topogenesis from the groups of von
Heijne and Spiess, respectively.13,23 Moreover, as will also be shown, recent experimental
studies58 continue to shed light on the mechanism and regulation of TMD topogenesis and
to provide a valuable basis for testing the CGMD model.
Following co-translational insertion into the Sec translocon, the substrate NC either in-
tegrates into the lipid bilayer (Fig. 3A, red) or translocates across the lipid bilayer (Fig. 3A,
blue). For substrates that undergo membrane integration, the orientation of the TMDs with
respect to the membrane can be established during the co-translational process (Fig. 3A, red),
although as will be detailed later in the context of dual-topology proteins, post-translational
reorganization TMDs can also occur.59–62
11
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Figure 3: The role of energetics and kinetics in co-translational integration and translocation
via the Sec translocon. (A) Schematic representation of several possible pathways for the
integration (shaded red) and translocation (shaded blue) of a particular domain in a nascent
protein sequence (red box). (B) The probability of membrane integration, p(integration), as
a function of the number of leucine residues in a model 19-residue TMD (other residues are
alanine). Results are shown for experiments13 and CGMD.9 (C) The distribution between
the Type 1 integrated and Type 2 integrated product for a model signal sequence. (left)
CGMD model simulation results showing the fraction of trajectories that reach the Type 2
topology as a function of the number of C-terminal loop residues, plotted for a normal trans-
lational rate (solid black) and a slowed translation rate (dashed red). (right) Experimental
results from Go¨der et al,23 with a normal translation rate (solid black) and with a slowed
translation rate (dashed red), due to addition of cycloheximide. Panels B and C are adapted
from Ref. 9, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY license.
We first review the validation of the CGMD model against experiments that probe the
effect of the amino-acid sequence on the probability of membrane integration.13 A glyco-
sylation assay has been developed to measure the probability of membrane integration.63
The protein system considered is a construct of the leaderpeptidase (LepB) protein, with
a 19-residue model TMD, and the integration efficiency was measured as a function the
12
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number of leucine residues that were substituted into the TMD. Experimental studies re-
vealed a trend that is consistent with an apparent two-state equilibrium in which the ratio
of the two outcomes is determined by the free energy difference between them (Fig. 3B,
black), although the detailed mechanistic origin of this effective equilibrium was unclear.
CGMD recapitulates the experimentally observed trend (Fig. 3B, red) within ∼1 kcal/mol
accuracy of the experiment (Fig. 3B, shaded region). CGMD was further shown to cor-
rectly capture the effect on the probability of integration for all twenty naturally occurring
amino-acid residues.9 Analysis of the CGMD trajectories reveals that the apparent two-state
equilibrium arises from sampling of the lipid environment and channel interior (Fig. 3A, in-
side dashed box), where the energetic difference between the relevant NC configurations
depend on the hydrophobicity of the TMD. Note that CGMD shows a local equilibration
between NC configurations that lead to irreversible products states (i.e., secreted in blue and
integrated in red), the product states themselves are not in equilibrium. Additionally, the
relevant states do not simply correspond to a partitioning of the TMD between a hydrophilic
environment and a hydrophobic environment, explaining why the experimentally measured
apparent free-energy differences do not directly correspond to other amino-acid hydropho-
bicity scales.13,15,47,64 Additional experimental work has revealed a positional dependence of
individual amino-acid contributions to the apparent free energy of integration,14 the effect
of changing the amino-acid context around the TMD,65 and the effect of mutations in the
Sec translocon on the apparent free energy of integration,17,18,66 all of which support the
mechanistic interpretation from the CGMD simulations in Fig. 3A.
Beyond its role in membrane integration efficiency, the translocon plays an important role
in establishing the topology of TMDs upon membrane integration, a process that has been
shown to be sensitive to kinetic factors that include the rate of ribosomal translation.23,67
CGMD was validated against experiments that determine the effect on topology (Fig. 3A,
red shaded) of changes in the rate of ribosomal translation and the length of the NC soluble
domain.23 The experiments focused on a model signal sequence (SS), H1∆Leu22, and it
13
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was found that the probability this SS undergoes integration in the Type 2 orientation
(i.e., Cperi/Ncyto) increased for sequences with longer C-terminal loops (Fig. 3C, x-axis) and
likewise increased when the rate of ribosomal translation was slowed (Fig. 3C, compare red
and black curves).
CGMD simulations were employed to understand how the rate of translation and the C-
terminal length affect the probability of reaching a Type 2 topology. Figure 3C shows that
CGMD recapitulates both experimentally observed trends. Additionally, analysis of the
CGMD trajectories reveals that the Type 1 product is kinetically accessible while reaching
the Type 2 product involves crossing a significant barrier for translocation of the C-terminal
loop. Increasing the time of ribosomal translation, either by extending the length of the
NC or by slowing ribosomal translation, provides more time for crossing this barrier. The
simulations also explain the observation that extending the C-terminal loop beyond a certain
length no longer improves the probability of the Type 2 product (Fig. 3C, plateau); for long
C-terminal loops the SS will be pushed away from the translocon, locking in a final topology
before ribosomal translation of the NC is completed.
Very recently, it was found that members of the G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR)
family require an extra protein complex, the endoplasmic reticulum membrane protein com-
plex (EMC), in order to efficiently initiate topogenesis.58 In both cells and in vitro systems
depleted of EMC, the first TMD of many GPCRs fails to integrate correctly into the mem-
brane. Restoring EMC is found to rescue efficient membrane integration, implying that EMC
can function as an insertase for the first TMD of some proteins; this is not an alternative
integration pathway for the full protein, as integration of subsequent TMDs still relies on
the Sec translocon.
The observed activity of EMC presents a challenge for IMP topology prediction. Specif-
ically, it should be expected that the degree to which a given protein is experimentally
observed to depend on EMC for successful integration of the first TMD should vary with the
degree to which that the simulations predict that first TMD to unsuccessfully integrate in the
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absence of EMC. Indeed, Fig. 4 demonstrates that the correlation between experiment and
simulation is very strong, suggesting that the CGMD model provides a tool for identifying
nascent proteins that are intrinsically inefficient at membrane integration and that will more
likely require supporting machinery for integration, such as EMC.
Figure 4: For all seventeen GPCRs studied by Chitwood et al.,58 comparison of the ex-
perimentally observed EMC dependence with the CGMD-predicted fraction of incorrect
integration for TMD 1.
By reaching biologically relevant timescales, CGMD enables direct comparison with ex-
periments on membrane integration and topogenesis, thereby probing the fundamental steps
of multi-spanning integral membrane protein integration. The success of CGMD in reproduc-
ing experimental results emphasizes the important interplay of hydrophobic and electrostat-
ics interactions with non-equilibrium kinetic factors in the operation of the Sec translocon.
Misintegration and post-translational topological annealing in the
dual-topology protein EmrE
Membrane protein topology formation is tightly connected to co-translational integration and
is essential for proper function and expression. Dual-topology proteins, which are present in
the cell membrane in two distinct topologies, provide a useful framework for investigating
how topology is determined. The prevalence of dual-topology proteins in biology raises
fundamental questions about the biophysics of multi-spanning membrane protein integration:
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At what point during Sec-facilitated integration is the overall topology of a membrane protein
established? Can dual-topology proteins flip post-translationally and reach thermodynamic
equilibrium or are they kinetically trapped?
The bacterial multidrug transporter, EmrE, is among the most extensively studied dual-
topology proteins. EmrE functions only as a anti-parallel dimer, enabling experiments to
probe the ratio between the two possible topologies by measuring functional activity. Ex-
periments by the von Heijne group have used such an assay to probe the effect of amino-acid
mutations on the ratio of EmrE topologies.16 Remarkably, these experiments show that mu-
tations at the end of the sequence can have a pronounced effect on the topology of EmrE,
indicating that topology is still fluid at the end of co-translational integration. However, the
process by which these mutations affect topology is unclear, potentially arising from either
kinetic or thermodynamic driving forces. Mutations could change the thermodynamic equi-
librium between the two final topologies, or they could affect the process of co-translational
insertion and lead to different kinetically accessible outcomes.
CGMD was employed to simulate the effect of the mutations throughout the EmrE se-
quence on co-translational integration and topogenesis. Trajectories were terminated after
NC translation was completed and the NC was in one of the two possibly fully integrated
topologies (Ncyto/Ccyto or Nperi/Cperi), importantly, not allowing thermodynamic equilibra-
tion of the final topologies. Ratios between the two final topologies for each mutant sequence
were computed by simulating the co-translational integration of each sequence with 250 in-
dependent CGMD trajectories.
The simulations agree remarkably well with the experimental data (Fig. 5A); within sta-
tistical error, CGMD correctly predicted the dominant topology in all but one of the 16
protein mutations considered.59 Analysis of the CGMD trajectory data yields a mechanism
that can explain the striking effect of amino-acid mutations on the resulting fully integrated
topology of EmrE, without invoking the wholesale flipping of EmrE (i.e., interconversion
of the fully integrated Ncyto/Ccyto topology to the fully integrated Nperi/Cperi topology, or
16
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vice versa), which is presumed to be kinetically unfavorable. CGMD reveals that the ex-
perimentally studied mutations primarily affect the localization of the mutated loop (i.e.,
whether or not it is translocated across the membrane). If this localization is inconsistent
with the topology of the preceding TMDs, EmrE will arrive in a misintegrated state (Fig. 5B,
left). These misintegrated states kinetically anneal over time into a fully integrated topology
(Fig. 5B, left to right), in part due to the low barrier of flipping the short hydrophilic loops
in EmrE across the lipid membrane. The final integrated state is predominantly determined
by the location of the slowest-flipping (i.e., most hydrophilic) loop at the end of transla-
tion (Fig. 5C). Since the studied mutations involve the introduction of strongly hydrophilic
charged residues, the loop with the mutation is typically the slowest-flipping and thus de-
termines the final fully integrated topology. This explanation for the observed sequence
dependence of EmrE topology, determined using CGMD, agrees with available experimental
data16,60 and only involves local TMD flipping moves that are kinetically accessible; this
mechanism avoids the need to invoke wholesale flipping of EmrE from one final topology to
the other.
The proposed mechanism from the CGMD simulations, in which a post-translational en-
semble of misintegrated states undergoes kinetically driven annealing to reach fully integrated
topologies (Fig. 5B), has been supported by subsequent experimental work. Experiments by
Bowie and co-workers have shown that a mutated version of EmrE locked into a Cin topology
can be reverted to a Cout topology by cleaving the mutated C-terminus.
68 This observation
was initially proposed to provide support for wholesale filling in EmrE; however, since the
only experimental read-out is the presence of the functional anti-parallel EmrE dimer, the
results are also consistent with the topological annealing mechanism proposed by CGMD.
Indeed, subsequent experimental work has found that wholesale flipping does not occur in
EmrE;61 instead, the topology is determined co-translationally or shortly after translation,
as predicted by CGMD.
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Figure 5: The post-translational ensemble of the dual-topology protein EmrE determines
the final fully integrated topology via topological annealing. (A) Single residue mutations
can change the ratio of fully integrated topologies for EmrE, relative to the roughly equal
distribution observed for the wildtype sequence (left most pair of bars). The shift in the ratio
of the fully integrated topologies obtained using CGMD (blue)59 agrees qualitatively with
experiment (black).16 The mutated residue is indicated using a purple dot in the schematics,
with the schematic drawn in the dominant topology as determined using CGMD. (B) CGMD
simulations suggest a mechanism via which mutations late in the NC sequence affect the final
topology; there is a strong correlation between the end-of-translation topology (left) and the
fully integrated topology (right). The location of the slowest-flipping loop (purple) in the
end-of-translation topology determines the final topology. (C) A quantification of the effect
shown schematically in part (B). Figure adapted from Ref. 59, distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons CC BY license.
Revealing forces on nascent polypeptides during translation
During translation, emerging NCs experience a range of molecular interactions that deter-
mine their fate in the cell. Measuring these interactions and determining which ones are
dominant at different stages of translation is challenging due to the complexity of the co-
translational environment. Yet, an understanding of the molecular interactions that govern
co-translational processing via the Sec translocon is essential for the design of modifications
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that alter the outcome of this process.69 A promising method for measuring co-translational
forces in an in vivo environment relies on arrest-peptides (AP) which stall translation at
a precisely definable location.70 If the NC experiences a force of sufficient magnitude then
translation restarts, providing an easy read-out.19,54,71 However, gaining molecular-level in-
sight through this technique is still difficult and requires measuring forces from many different
constructs and well-thought-out controls. A combination of AP experiments with CGMD
simulations of the same NCs provides a compelling strategy; CGMD provides a clear mecha-
nistic interpretation, while direct comparison to AP experiments alleviates any concerns due
to the approximations inherent to simulation. The synergy of AP experiments and CGMD
has already been used to shed light on co-translational NC folding,72 NC-translocon interac-
tions, NC-solvent interactions, coupling of charged residues to the transmembrane potential
in E. coli, and translocon lateral gating.51
Figure 6 shows how CGMD can be combined with AP experiments to investigate the
molecular interactions acting on a NC during the co-translational integration of a model
TMD via the Sec translocon. The NC consists of a 19-residue model TMD (H segment),
containing varying amounts of leucine and alanine residues, inserted into a LepB construct.19
An AP is placed at varying distance, L (number of residues), downstream of the H segment
(Fig. 6A, bottom). The experiment measures the probability of AP stall-breaking as a
function of L (Fig. 6B) and reveals two clear peaks in force, at L = 28 and L = 39. CGMD
is used to directly calculate the force on the C-terminal bead of the NC from trajectories with
translations halted at various NC lengths, corresponding to specific values of L. Calculated
forces are then used to determinate a probability of stall-breaking that can be compared with
the experimental data (see Ref. 51 for details) (Fig. 6C). CGMD predicts increased force
on the NC at values of L consistent with the AP experiments. Furthermore, by comparing
trajectory data at L = 28 (Fig. 6A) and L = 39 (Fig. 6D), the molecular interactions that are
responsible for the force exerted on the NC can be identified. The peak at L = 28 was found
to be due to attractive interactions between the NC and the amphiphilic channel interior, and
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the peak at L = 39 was found to be due to partitioning of the hydrophobic TMD into the lipid
membrane. Precise control on the simulation parameters enable additional simulations with
modified interactions that further confirm the proposed molecular mechanism underpinning
the two peaks in force that were experimentally observed (Fig. 6E).
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Figure 6: Revealing the molecular interactions that act on TMDs during their co-
translational integration, using a combined CGMD and AP experiment approach. (A) Sim-
ulation snapshot indicating the force acting on the part of the NC at the top of the exit
tunnel (black arrow) and a schematic depiction of the NC construct used in the presented
simulations and experiments (bottom). The snapshot is for the construct with L = 28, coin-
ciding with the first point during translation at which a significant pulling force is exerted on
the NC. (B) Pulling-force profile determined using AP experiments; plotted is the fraction of
full-length protein, fFL, as a function of L. Two peaks in force are observed, at L = 28 and
L = 39. (C) Pulling-force profile determined using CGMD simulations; plotted in the same
way as panel (B). Colors indicate data for H segments with varying amounts of hydrophobic
leucine residues. (D) Simulation snapshot at L = 39, coinciding with the second peak in
force on the NC. (E) Pulling-force profiles determined using CGMD, for simulations with
full interactions (orange), without specific interactions between the NC and the lipid mem-
brane (green), and without specific interactions between the NC and the translocon (purple).
These data reveal that the first peak in force depends specifically on NC-translocon interac-
tions, while the second peak in force depends specifically on NC-lipid interactions. Figure
adapted with permission from Ref. 51, copyright 2018 Biophysical Society.
The combination of CGMD with AP experiments has also helped to resolve the molecular
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interactions that act on hydrophilic and short hydrophobic segments that translocate across
the membrane.51 Hydrophilic peptides were shown to experience forces due to changes in
solvation, charged peptides experience forces due to interaction with the ribosomal RNA
and coupling to the transmembrane potential, and short hydrophobic segments experience
forces due to interaction with the translocon and the lipid membrane. Future work using this
methodology could provide insight into the integration of multispanning membrane proteins
and the co-translational interaction of NCs with previously integrated TMDs or other co-
factors.
Enabling the heterologous overexpression of membrane proteins by
improving their co-translational integration efficiency
Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the pace of discovery in research and medicine.
A key driver in this progress has been the availability of large amounts of recombinantly ex-
pressed proteins, which has enabled an exponential rise in structural information and a
protein structure database with over 100,000 structures. Unfortunately, the understanding
of IMPs lags far behind that of soluble proteins, due to the fact that only a small percent-
age of IMPs can be expressed (i.e., heterologously produced at levels conducive to further
study).73 Given the prevalence of IMPs (a quarter of all protein-coding genes) and predom-
inance of IMPs as pharmaceutical targets (60% of all drug targets),74 IMP expression levels
constitute a major impediment to the advancement of both fundamental scientific objectives
and medical priorities.75
The major limitation to IMP expression is a poor understanding of the biological princi-
ples that underlie the differences seen in levels of expression. At the heart of this challenge
is the extraordinary array of factors that potentially impact IMP expression,75,76 including
dozens of properties that range from those affecting the translation and targeting machinery
to the physicochemical properties of the amino-acid sequences that dictate membrane in-
sertion and IMP folding. While case-specific sequence optimization, using trial-and-error77
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and directed evolution approaches,78 has shown that IMP expression levels can be improved,
they do not provide transferable design principles based on a clear mechanism.
CGMD and experimental measurements were combined to demonstrate that membrane
integration efficiency is an important bottleneck in the heterologous overexpression of the
IMP TatC.5 CGMD demonstrated that sequence modifications can alter the balance be-
tween correctly integrated and misintegrated topologies of TatC (Fig. 7A), in agreement
with the effect of those same sequence modifications on expression levels (Fig. 7B,C).53
Further experiments, utilizing a C-terminal β-lactamase tag to directly measure the CGMD-
predicted misfolded product (Fig. 7A, right), confirm the mechanism proposed by CGMD;
that sequence modifications affect expression levels by changing the probability of correct
integration. Under exposure to ampicillin, cell survival is dependent on the translocation
of the C-terminal β-lactamase tag, and thus TatC misintegration. Consistently, cell sur-
vival is negatively correlated with expression (Fig .7D), experimentally verifying the effect
of sequence modifications on TatC topology that CGMD predicted.
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Figure 7: The simulated integration efficiency of TatC mutants is predictive of their ex-
pression levels. (A) Simulated integration efficiency is determined by the probability of the
soluble loops (cyan) being correctly localized during CGMD co-translational integration.
In the case of TatC, the C-terminal loop was found to often mislocalize, as shown in the
schematic. (B) Integration and expression levels of different homologs and chimeras of TatC.
Values are reported relative to the Aquifex aeolicus homolog. (C) Receiver operating char-
acteristic of integration as a predictor for expression. Data are from 152 different mutants
of TatC. (D) The survival and expression levels of 14 different mutants of TatC, each with
a β-lactamase domain on the C-terminus, such that the cell can only survive if TatC mis-
integrates with its C-terminus in the periplasm. (E) The expression and integration values
are shown for a series of TatC constructs with decreasing amounts of positive charge in the
C-terminal tail. Panels C and D are adapted with permission from Ref. 53, copyright the
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Panel E is adapted from Ref. 5,
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY license.
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CGMD also provides insights that enable the rational design of sequence modifications
that improve IMP expression. As an example, the initial set of mutants simulated for TatC
suggested that integration efficiency of TatC is dependent on the charge of the C-terminal
loop. Consistently, expression levels of TatC were found to decrease monotonously upon
removal of charged residues from the C-terminal loop (Fig. 7E). CGMD was also used to
demonstrate that sequence modifications that enhance integration efficiency and expression
are additive,53 enabling the design of sequences with dramatically higher expression than
the wild-type without incurring the combinatorial cost typically associated with screening
multiple simultaneous sequence modifications.
The close relationship identified between IMP integration and expression holds the poten-
tial to expand the number of accessible IMPs for biochemical and structural characterization.
This is especially critical given the current under-characterization of IMPs relative to soluble
proteins,73 despite their great biochemical and pharmacological significance.74 The ability
for a greater understanding of Sec-mediated integration and translocation to mitigate low
integration efficiency as a key limiting step in the overexpression of IMPs will hopefully serve
to motivate continual development of the field.
Conclusions & Outlook
The targeting, delivery, and folding of newly synthesized proteins in complex cellular envi-
ronments offers a rich problem area from both fundamental and practical perspectives. IMPs
are particularly notable for the challenges and opportunities that they present, motivating
the development of improved experimental and theoretical tools. The current perspective
describes the development and application of a coarse-grained model that enables the direct
simulation of co-translational membrane integration and translocation of proteins via the Sec
translocon on biological timescales. The approach has been shown to yield new insights into
the molecular mechanisms that govern the fate of nascent proteins in the cell. In particular,
it has helped to elucidate the effects of sequence, translation rate, and external forces on the
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probability of nascent-chain integration into the membrane and the resulting orientation of
TMDs with respect to the membrane. Furthermore, this approach has helped to uncover
a link between correct IMP integration and the downstream expression levels, providing a
promising strategy for the design of well-expressing IMP sequences.
Looking forward, there are many open questions in membrane protein biogenesis to which
physics-based simulation models may contribute. Specific examples pertain to the mechanism
of the Sec translocon itself,49,79,80 as well as to the interplay between a nascent membrane
protein and its environment – including collaborating molecular machinery58,81,82 – in de-
termining topology and structure. The development of a more complete understanding of
the interactions between TMDs and the role they play in topology formation will strengthen
the important connections between membrane protein integration, topogenesis, folding, and
expression. Computational methods such as those described here will help to clarify these
connections, as well as to guide and interpret future experimental studies.
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